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Abstract: Clinical research is increasingly ‘offshored’ to developing countries, a practice that has generated considerable controversy. It has recently been argued that the prevailing ethical norms governing such research are deeply puzzling. On the one hand, sponsors are not required to offshore trials, even when participants in developing countries would benefit considerably from these trials. On the other hand, if sponsors do offshore, they are required not to exploit participants, even when the latter would benefit from and consent to exploitation. How, it is asked, can it be worse to exploit the global poor than to neglect them when exploitation is voluntary and makes them better off? The present paper seeks to respond to this challenge. I argue that mutually beneficial and voluntary exploitation can be worse than neglect when – as is typically true of exploitative research – it takes advantage of unjust background conditions. This is because, in such cases, exploitation overlaps with another, less familiar wrong: complicity in injustice. Recognising complicity as a distinct wrong should make us judge exchanges arising from background injustice more harshly than we typically do, in research and elsewhere.
1. Introduction

Before a new drug or medical intervention is permitted on the market its safety and efficacy must be established in clinical trials. A fast-growing proportion of these trials are conducted in developing countries. Powerful financial and scientific considerations motivate pharmaceutical firms and other sponsors to locate trials in these countries rather than at home. The costs of goods and services required for research are lower. Trials are believed to yield clearer results because participants are generally on fewer medications. And potential participants are more readily available, allowing trials to be completed more quickly, which in turn permits earlier marketing and larger returns. Also, by conducting trials sponsors may gain access to new and potentially large markets in host countries. These countries themselves are often eager to attract foreign sponsors, and have sometimes worked vigorously to do so as part of broader strategies of economic liberalization and international competitiveness.1

However, while perceived as advantageous by sponsors and host countries alike, the ‘offshoring’ of clinical research is ethically controversial and the subject of a heated, longstanding debate.2

Much of the debate has focused on particular trials or on specific questions about, for instance, benefit sharing, informed consent and trial design. But some issues go much deeper. Alan Wertheimer has recently argued that received wisdom on international research ethics, as expressed in ethical guidelines and in the writings of leading bioethicists, rests on unexamined but highly problematic assumptions. Among the difficulties he identifies is the following tension. On the one hand, even though individuals in the developing world may stand to benefit from offshored research, sponsors are not normally thought to have a duty to offshore. Few, if any, believe that it would be seriously wrong for them to conduct research in developed countries instead. On the other hand, if sponsors do offshore they are required not to exploit participants, even if the latter would benefit considerably from and
voluntarily, even eagerly, submit to exploitation. Not only must participants benefit from and consent to research; non-exploitation requires the level of benefits to be sufficiently high. Taken together these views are puzzling, Wertheimer notes. If it is permissible not to make people in poor countries better off at all, by running trials at home instead, how can it be seriously wrong to make them somewhat better off, by running beneficial but exploitative trials? How can it be worse to exploit the global poor than to ignore their plight?3

This paper seeks to respond to this challenge. I shall argue that conducting mutually beneficial and voluntary exploitative research in developing countries can be worse than not interacting with these countries at all, on a sufficiently inclusive analysis of the ethical stakes of such research. The paper has the following structure. Section 2 considers Wertheimer’s challenge in greater detail, while section 3 lays bare its theoretical underpinnings and situates my response to it. In sections 4 and 5 I articulate that response: exploitative research tends to involve a further wrong, complicity in structural injustice, and is therefore typically worse than commonly recognized. Section 6 concludes my argument and outlines its implications for future debates on exploitation and research ethics.

2. The Problem

Wertheimer’s challenge only applies to voluntary and mutually beneficial research. There is nothing puzzling about the view that enrolling the global poor in medical experiments is worse than neglecting them if they fail to give valid consent or are likely to be harmed in consequence. I shall therefore restrict my discussion to cases where participants both consent to and stand to benefit from research, yet appear to be exploited. This may exclude many real-world instances of unethical research.4

Consider two simplified but realistic cases where the challenge does seem to apply.5
Surfactant: Respiratory distress syndrome (RDS) is a breathing disorder commonly affecting premature infants. It is caused by insufficient surfactants in the lungs and is potentially fatal. Surfactant replacement therapy greatly reduces RDS mortality and is standard of care in developed countries. Such therapy is, however, too expensive to be widely available in many developing countries. A pharmaceutical firm wants to test a new synthetic surfactant in a randomized phase III trial. To obtain the best results at the lowest cost the firm prefers to use a placebo control. Aware that a placebo-controlled trial would not pass ethical review in countries where surfactant therapy is widely used, they decide to conduct the trial in Bolivia, where few infants have access to therapy. All participants will receive antibiotics and ventilator support. In addition, half of them will be randomly assigned to receive air infused with the surfactant through an endotracheal tube; the other half will receive untreated air. Parents of infants with RDS are carefully informed about the study and asked to give consent for their babies to participate. Many eagerly embrace the offer.

Breast Cancer: A pharmaceutical company wants to test the efficacy of two different doses of a new adjuvant therapy for advanced breast cancer that has shown great promise in earlier trials. To get quick and clear results they decide to run the trial in India, where potential participants are more readily available and more frequently untreated than in the West. Participants will be randomly assigned to receive either a higher or a lower dose of the drug for the duration of the trial. Due to limited funds the sponsor will not provide either group with any treatment after completing the trial. Other effective adjuvant therapies are available in India, but few breast cancer patients can afford them. Hundreds of women enrol in the trial in pursuit of an otherwise inaccessible form of treatment. They are carefully informed and consent to participating.
It appears that participants stand to benefit from enrolling in these trials. Of course, there is an element of gamble. The tested treatment may turn out to be less effective than expected, or to have side effects that outweigh the benefits. But uncertainty about treatment effects is integral to clinical research and indeed what motivates (scientifically sound) trials in the first place. Whether participation is beneficial must therefore be assessed prospectively, anticipating potential outcomes at the outset of the trial, rather than retrospectively, with knowledge of the actual outcome on hand.\(^6\) Prospectively, enrolling in a trial of a treatment that previous studies suggest, albeit inconclusively, is safe and effective clearly seems better than not receiving any treatment at all. This is true even when the chance of receiving the treatment is only 50\% (as in Surfactant) and even when one will only receive it for a limited period of time (as in Breast Cancer).

It also appears that participants – or, in Surfactant, their parents – give valid consent. They are carefully informed about what participation entails and are not coerced or manipulated into accepting the sponsors’ offer. It might be argued that their acceptance is insufficiently voluntary because they lack other viable options: the trial is, after all, their only chance of obtaining a treatment that they or their children need. However, it is not clear that a lack of acceptable alternatives undermines voluntariness. It would seem that people can voluntarily consent to life saving medical treatment when the sole alternative is death, voluntarily accept offers of jobs they need in order to maintain an acceptable standard of living and so on.\(^7\)

While consensual and mutually beneficial, both trials would likely strike many people as unethical. The worry here is more plausibly about exploitation than about harm or consent. Most exploitation theorists agree that even exchanges and relationships that are fully voluntary and benefit both parties can be wrongfully exploitative.\(^8\) And avoiding exploitation,
including its voluntary and mutually beneficial forms, is commonly considered the underlying rationale for research ethical principles.\textsuperscript{9}

But what, exactly, is it about these trials that triggers worries about exploitation? While different accounts of exploitation would provide different answers, the prevailing account in research ethics understands exploitation in terms of taking unfair advantage.\textsuperscript{10} On this account, mutually beneficial transactions are wrongfully exploitative when their outcome is unfairly divided between the parties – when one party stands to benefit too much and the other too little from the point of view of fairness. Taken by itself this account is imprecise: a principle of fair distribution is needed to determine exactly when transactions are exploitative. Although such a principle has proved difficult to specify,\textsuperscript{11} the view that research participants can be unfairly taken advantage of even if they consent and benefit remains widely endorsed.

However imprecise, this view enables the following elaboration of the concerns about exploitation that trials like Surfactant and Breast Cancer raise. Even though the participants (or their parents) willingly accept the benefits the sponsors offer, these benefits are too small compared to the risks involved and the benefits to other parties. The sponsors owe them more. To avoid exploitation they must provide ‘super-contractual’ benefits – benefits greater than those to which participants would otherwise have agreed.\textsuperscript{12}

Demands for super-contractual benefits are encoded in influential international research ethical guidelines. For instance, the Declaration of Helsinki requires that subjects in the control arm of a trial receive the best established intervention, unless no such intervention exists or withholding it only risks causing minor harm, even when patients without access to care predictably would be willing to enrol in a placebo controlled trial.\textsuperscript{13} And so Surfactant is ruled out. Further, both Helsinki and the CIOMS guidelines require that participants get access to any intervention proved beneficial in a trial after the trial is over, even when they predictably would be willing to settle for access during the trial only.\textsuperscript{14} And so Breast Cancer
is ruled out. Both requirements proscribe trials where participants might be inclined to agree
to an unfairly low and hence, exploitative level of benefits.

Now suppose the sponsors in our cases, perhaps in response to charges of exploitation, abandon their plans to conduct trials in developing countries and decide to run differently designed trials in their home countries instead. How would that decision be evaluated? Research ethical guidelines and bioethicists do not say much explicitly. While the responsibilities of sponsors and investigators involved in offshored research have been abundantly discussed, the ethics of not offshoring remains largely unexamined. Of course, it is widely recognized that research in poor countries is urgently needed to address the specific health problems these countries face. But when it comes to diseases afflicting the global rich, or rich and poor alike, it is tacitly considered preferable or at least acceptable to locate research among the rich. Rarely, if ever, are Western sponsors criticized for conducting trials at home when they could have offshored instead. Even when offshored research meets established ethical and scientific standards, it tends to be regarded as permissible at best – not as a duty. So the decision not to run trials in Bolivia or India is unlikely to attract much moral censure, even though the trials represent the only chance for patients in these countries to receive the treatment they need.

What is puzzling about this set of views is this. When sponsors provide some benefits to needy people in developing countries we criticize them for not providing enough. We call them exploiters and demand that the benefits be greater. But when sponsors do nothing to benefit these people we do not criticize them at all. Assuming that the welfare of the sick and poor is our guiding concern, this discrepancy surely needs to be explained.

3. The Non-Worseness Claim
The problem is not unique to the ethics of international clinical research. In fact, anyone who believes that mutually advantageous and voluntary exploitation is seriously wrong faces it. Consider a different example. Sweatshops and the multinational firms they contract with are widely criticized for exploiting workers in poor countries, even though some of these workers, because they lack better options, may well voluntarily choose and benefit from sweatshop labour.16 In response to such criticism, Matt Zwolinski remarks:

The charge against firms is not that they are harming workers, but that the benefit they gain from the transaction is disproportionate to that gained by the workers. But the firms are doing something to help. The wages they pay to workers make those workers better off than they used to be…Do they have an obligation to do more? Consider the fact that most individuals do nothing to make Third-World workers better off. Are they blameworthy? As blameworthy as sweatshops?...[I]t would be odd to blame [firms] for helping some when we blame individuals less (or not at all) for helping none.17

More generally, the challenge can be expressed in terms of what exploitation theorists call the non-worseness claim: ‘it cannot be morally worse for A to interact with B than not to interact with B if: (1) the interaction is better for B than non-interaction, (2) B consents to the interaction, (3) such interaction has no negative effects on others’.18 The non-worseness claim maintains, then, that voluntary and mutually beneficial exploitation without negative externalities cannot be worse than neglect. It thus contradicts ordinary moral views, which tend to condemn exploitation more harshly than neglect, but in a way that upon reflection may appear almost incontrovertible. Can it really be worse to benefit somebody than not to benefit her provided that she consents and that others are unaffected?
If the non-worseness claim is true, our views require revision in either of two opposing directions. Either we continue holding that neglect is not especially wrong, but accept that exploitation is much more innocent than we thought. Or we continue holding that exploitation is seriously wrong, but accept that neglect is much worse than we thought. In the research context, the first response recommends a considerable *relaxation* of prevailing ethical standards: exploitative research should no longer be condemned when participants benefit and consent. The second response, by contrast, recommends a considerable *strengthening* of these standards: it is not just admirable but morally required for sponsors to conduct beneficial (and non-exploitative) research among the global poor. Staying home is indefensible. Which response one favours will depend on one’s views on the broader question where the responsibility for remedying health problems in poor countries lies: with sponsors, local governments, international organizations, affluent states or some other agent. The first response denies that sponsors have a special duty in this regard; the second response affirms that they do.

A third possible response, of course, is to deny the truth of the non-worseness claim. For instance, some have argued that exploitation *can* be worse than neglect, even when it is voluntary and better for its victims, because it is demeaning or degrading in a way that neglect is not. If some such response successfully rejects the non-worseness claim, it might vindicate the prevailing tendency to both condemn exploitative research in the developing world and tolerate the failure to do research there at all.

My response is different. I shall not take sides on the large and thorny question of who is ultimately responsible for fulfilling the health needs of the global poor. Nor shall I seek to outright reject the non-worseness claim. Rather, I want to question its scope. I suspect that it often does not apply to international research. In much such research the three conditionals in the above rendering of the non-worseness claim fail to jointly hold. Now we
have already granted (1) and (2): we are concerned exclusively with mutually beneficial and voluntary interaction. We should not, however, grant (3). Effects on third parties cannot be legitimately bracketed when morally assessing international research.\(^{23}\) When exploitative, such research also tends to be guilty of a distinct but less familiar wrong, which does affect parties beyond the exchange, thus deepening its badness. This wrong is best described as complicity in the broader injustices that constitute the backdrop of exploitation.\(^{24}\)

4. Exploitation and Background Injustice

There is little doubt that offshored research evokes unease partly because of the precarious structural conditions in which it is carried out. Many popular destinations for such research have large populations that are poor and lack access to well-functioning healthcare services, and participants appear to be recruited in large part from precisely such populations.\(^{25}\) The circumstances of these participants raise two sorts of concern that should be carefully distinguished; one is easily accommodated by exploitation theory, the other is not.

First, poverty and lack of access to healthcare make people vulnerable to exploitation. Such circumstances easily weaken one’s bargaining position to such an extent that one cannot reasonably turn down unfair, but beneficial offers. This is arguably the case in Surfactant and Breast Cancer: lacking other ways of improving their situation, participants eagerly embrace the significant yet unfairly small improvement offered by the sponsors.

The second concern is that these background circumstances are *themselves unjust*. While different conceptions of domestic and global justice disagree about how much healthcare and economic security individuals have a claim to, and against whom, most reasonable conceptions agree that justice requires access to at least some minimum level of these goods.\(^{26}\) One need not commit to any particularly extravagant conception of justice in general or just healthcare in particular to find the inaccessibility of drugs among participants
in Surfactant and Breast Cancer unjust. The drugs they lack are no luxuries. The WHO lists surfactants and certain drugs used for adjuvant breast cancer therapy as essential medicines.\textsuperscript{27} This means that they are thought to satisfy priority healthcare needs, and that access to them is considered part of the human right to health. And the unavailability of these and other drugs in poor countries is no immutable natural fact, but at least partly the foreseeable and avoidable consequence of international agreements shaped by the governments of rich countries to favour these countries’ interests.\textsuperscript{28}

In view of these considerations, the inaccessibility of surfactants and adjuvant therapy that leads people to enrol in research in our cases may plausibly be considered unjust rather than merely unfortunate. Moreover, since participants would not agree to participate on the sponsors’ terms in just circumstances – if they had access to these treatments – the sponsors can rightly be said to take advantage of injustice.

The prevailing view of exploitation in research brackets this latter concern. On this view, recall, exploitation is a feature of discrete exchanges. Whether an exchange is exploitative depends solely on the terms of that exchange – on their fairness or unfairness – not on any feature of the broader circumstances where it occurs. Transactional or ‘micro’ fairness is strictly independent of fairness or justice on the structural or ‘macro’ level.\textsuperscript{29} The fact that the sponsors in our cases take advantage of injustice by using the local unavailability of treatments to recruit participants is ultimately irrelevant for determining whether they also take unfair advantage of these participants, i.e. exploit them.\textsuperscript{30} Researchers and sponsors committed to avoiding exploitation should ensure that they interact with participants on fair terms, not worry about broader questions of social justice.

This narrow focus on transactional fairness has not gone unchallenged. Alternative accounts of exploitation have been proposed and applied to the case of international research.\textsuperscript{31} On these accounts, background injustices cannot be bracketed when
determining whether transactions are exploitative. At least some forms of exploitation consist in taking advantage of pre-existing unjust social arrangements. And so researchers and sponsors cannot disregard such broader injustices if they want to avoid exploiting participants.

Whether or not such alternative accounts are ultimately convincing, it is not clear that research ethics needs them. We need not redefine exploitation to explain why background injustices are directly ethically relevant to the interaction between sponsors/researchers and participants. More modestly, we may stick to the standard transactional view, but recognize that exploitation coexists with a distinct wrong when it preys on injustice. To take advantage of structural injustice, in research and elsewhere, is to become complicit in its reproduction. In what follows, I shall first characterize complicity in general terms, before turning to complicity in international research, and finally to how recognizing complicity allows us to respond to the non-worseness claim.

5. Complicity

5.1 A Conceptual Outline

To be complicit is, generally speaking, to be involved with others in some wrongdoing and thereby share responsibility for it. A weapons dealer may be complicit in a murder committed with a gun he has sold; a multinational apparel retailer may be complicit in human rights violations perpetrated by its subcontractors; a physician may be complicit in torture by patching up its victim enough to sustain another beating. And research sponsors may be complicit in unjust inaccessibility of healthcare if they take advantage of that injustice to recruit subjects – or so I shall argue.

Chiara Lepora and Robert E. Goodin have recently proposed a general theory of complicity, which, slightly modified in a way I shall explain shortly, suits present purposes
This account understands complicity as, roughly, contributing knowingly to the wrongful actions of others. A few words on each element in this phrase are in order.

‘Contributing’ means ‘contributing causally’. Agents cannot be complicit in wrongdoing unless they bear some causal relationship to it. This condition might appear to run into familiar overdetermination problems. The weapons dealer makes no causal difference to the commission of a murder if somebody else would have provided the killer with the gun had he refused. However, we should not ask whether, retrospectively, agents actually did make a difference to the bad outcome, but instead whether, prospectively, they might potentially make a difference. Because morality is supposed to be action guiding, moral assessment should, as Lepora and Goodin argue, adopt the forward-looking perspective of agents. From this perspective it seems that the weapons dealer might indeed, for all he knows, make a difference to the commission of the murder.

Some believe that complicity requires intentionally participating with wrongdoers in the pursuit of some shared end. But that seems too strong. The weapons dealer may not at all intend the realization of the killer’s plan, but only seek to make money. Yet if he is aware of the plan and that his gun is needed to carry it out he appears complicit nonetheless. Rather than shared intentions, complicity requires that one knows, or could and should have known, that one’s action contributes to wrongdoing. If the dealer has no reason whatever to suspect that his gun will be used in a murder he shares no responsibility for it. But note that ignorance must itself be faultless to cancel responsibility. If the dealer carelessly sells guns to anyone or overlooks the prospective killer’s obvious aggressiveness he is complicit despite his ignorance.

Crucial to Lepora and Goodin’s account is the distinction between ‘principals’ (e.g. the torturer) and ‘secondary agents’ (e.g. the physician). Only the latter can be complicit, they hold, because only they contribute to wrongdoing; the actions of the former constitute
However, this distinction may be incapable of handling the special case of complicity in structural injustices. Iris Marion Young claims that, unlike other wrongs, such injustices cannot be attributed to any single agent. Rather, she plausibly argues, they are produced by large numbers of agents each pursuing their own ends without anyone playing any special role in their commission. I shall therefore adopt a more inclusive view, on which agents can be complicit not only by contributing to wrongs committed by principals, but also by playing a causal role in wrongs committed by unorganized collectives lacking principals.

Contributing to wrongdoing is itself pro tanto wrong. How blameworthy it is depends on several factors, including the badness of the act one contributes to, the probability of making a difference to it, and the magnitude of that difference. Like other pro tanto wrongs, complicit actions may be on balance justified. Treating a torture victim may make a physician complicit in torture, but it may still be the right thing to do if it is necessary to save the victim’s life. And the usual conditions that excuse wrongdoing – such as involuntariness – may apply here too. The physician may be unable to justify her involvement in torture by invoking some greater good, but still be exempt from blame if she participates at gunpoint.

5.2 Complicity in International Research

With this background in place, let us now return to the ethics of international research. I have argued that in cases like Surfactant and Breast Cancer the sponsors take advantage of participants’ unjust lack of access to healthcare. How might such advantage taking make them complicit, in the causal sense specified above, in that injustice?

One way to potentially contribute to structural injustices by taking advantage of them is by creating incentives to slow structural reform. Research sponsors already have an interest in continued lack of access to healthcare in poor countries because that situation presents opportunities to run future research on terms highly favourable to them. If people had
adequate access to care, they would not enrol in trials like Surfactant and Breast Cancer, and trials would have to be designed in costlier ways. However, once such trials are initiated this interest is amplified. If potential participants then gain access to needed treatment, trials have to be redesigned or relocated in midstream. Either way, a large investment is lost. Sponsors with a trial underway thus have an especially strong reason to prefer that treatment remain inaccessible for the duration of the trial (typically months or years). Indeed, they have reason to actively oppose efforts to increase access if they can do so effectively. It is worth noting here that drug companies have considerable economic and legal muscles, and are known to have greatly influenced policy-making in the past.43 If they conduct trials in ways that depend on unjust inaccessibility of care they give themselves an incentive, in addition to the one they already have, to exercise their influence to preserve that injustice.

It might be objected that merely creating such an incentive is not sufficient to make sponsors complicit unless they actually act on it. Recall, however, that to determine whether agents are complicit we should adopt the forward-looking perspective of the agents themselves. Complicity does not require that an agent actually has contributed to wrongdoing, retrospectively. It is sufficient that she, prospectively, (knowingly or culpably negligently) might potentially contribute with a certain probability. It follows that just like one should avoid participating in wrongdoing directly, so too should one avoid putting oneself in a position where one foresees, or should foresee, finding such participation difficult to resist. For putting oneself in such a position is also to potentially contribute to the wrongdoing, to make its future occurrence more likely. Thus, it is wrong for sponsors not only to oppose attempts to improve access to treatments in the developing world,44 but also to give themselves a powerful incentive for such opposition by using the current insufficient access to conduct research on terms advantageous to themselves. They are complicit in that injustice even if that incentive never actually prompts them to act.
By taking advantage of a structural injustice the sponsors in our cases give not only themselves, but also other parties, incentives to resist structural reform. After all, many others have a stake in the research. The purpose of (legitimate) clinical trials is to help patients by developing interventions that are in some respect better – more effective, safer, cheaper or more practicable – than the established ones. And the host countries, too, expect to gain. Whether or not the sponsors are willing to share the fruits of the research with these countries, simply carrying it out is likely to involve providing benefits like improved care infrastructure, job opportunities and tax revenues. In themselves, such third-party benefits are of course to be welcomed. The problem, in cases like Surfactant and Breast Cancer, is that they are contingent on people’s unjust lack of access to healthcare. While such trials are being conduced, policy-makers – both in the host country and abroad – may be unwilling to address that injustice, because that may jeopardize the weighty benefits they expect from the trials.

Taking advantage of injustice risks contributing to its reproduction in another way. When researchers enrol people without access to adequate healthcare they come into immediate contact with a conspicuous injustice. The participants facing them are entitled to a level of care that they are not receiving. The researchers (together with their sponsors) have the competence, resources and opportunity to provide that care, but the trial design requires them not to provide it. Now it might be thought that the sheer failure to correct an injustice one can correct counts as contributing causally to it. After all, omissions are sometimes regarded as causes for purposes of attributing responsibility. A parent may for instance be held responsible for causing his child harm by neglecting its needs. But note that there may be others – neighbours, say – who could also fulfil the child’s needs, but whose failure to do so would not be considered culpably negligent. Omissions are ubiquitous and not all constitute grounds for responsibility. When they do it is typically because they involve shirking some duty. The parent’s omission, unlike that of the neighbours, is thought to cause the child harm.
because only he has a duty to look after the child. Returning to our cases, we have left the
question open whether researchers or sponsors have a pre-existing duty to provide treatments
for the global poor. Without assuming that there is such a duty, their failure to provide
treatment cannot be classified as a contribution-by-omission to injustice.

But that failure should count as a potential contribution to injustice by virtue of
its expressive effects. Turning injustice into profit legitimizes similar behaviour on the part of
others similarly placed. In our cases, the sponsors send the message to other research sponsors
that they too may conduct trials that involve withholding treatments to which participants are
entitled. And these other sponsors are then more likely to run such trials, thus creating
incentives for themselves and others to resists improving access to treatments in the ways
described above. Interestingly, the participants themselves may contribute to the message that
is being sent. The fact that they voluntarily agree to the exchange lends it an air of legitimacy.
Their voluntariness serves as a ‘surface endorsement’ of the sponsors’ offer, effectively
muting protest against it. Demands for larger benefits will easily appear excessive since the
benefits on offer are so eagerly embraced. And such demands will be more readily dismissed
in the future.

The message sent to other parties might be even more troubling. It may or may
not ultimately be the sponsors’ duty to provide the care that the global poor are unjustly
denied. But surely somebody has such a duty. Deliberately withholding care that participants
are entitled to easily communicates to those who are responsible for providing care that they
too may withhold it. It gives them a fig leaf behind which to hide their own failure to act.
These parties are tempted to ask: if big pharma, despite the skills and resources they
command, do not provide care when they could, then why should we? Or: if medical
researchers, motivated as they are by concern for health and welfare, do not do more for these
people, then can their suffering be so bad? Thus, through the expressive meaning of their act, the sponsors risk contributing to the continuing neglect of unjust ill health.

Now potentially contributing to injustice is not enough to be complicit in it. As mentioned, one must also be aware or culpably ignorant of one’s potential contribution. Suppose our imagined sponsors claimed that we cannot reasonably expect them to know that their practices help perpetuating unjust lack of access to healthcare. Would they be right? As to the effects of their conduct on incentives to slow structural reform, such a defence would seem at least somewhat disingenuous. The lack of access to care in developing countries is no secret; indeed, it is widely recognized as a key reason for offshoring research to these countries, including by the industry itself. Nor does it take very much self-scrutiny on the sponsors’ part to realize that they have reason to prefer that situation to persist when their research depends on it and, if possible, to act on that preference. Surely we expect such accomplished competitors to know by and large where their own interests lie.

The ignorance defence gains plausibility if we turn to the expressive effects of the sponsors’ conduct. Agents cannot be expected to foresee all possible ways that others might interpret what they do. However, the agents in question are unusually circumspect about such interpretations. Like other large businesses, pharmaceutical firms tend to be highly sensitive about their public image and to invest considerably in cultivating it. It is not unreasonable, therefore, to expect them to foresee that their decision to withhold treatment they could provide might send a disturbing message. After all, that message – essentially that other agents may also withhold treatment – is not particularly far-fetched.

What if our sponsors claimed ignorance not of their potential contribution to the current situation of healthcare in developing countries, but of that situation’s status as unjust? There would be something disingenuous about such a response too. The pharmaceutical industry vigorously invokes the moral imperative of expanding the treatment
options available to patients as the key rationale for their activities.\textsuperscript{49} It would be blatantly inconsistent to deny that this imperative extends \textit{a fortiori} to developing countries, where options are much more limited.

Other things being equal, complicity should be avoided. To avoid complicity in structural injustice one must refrain from taking advantage of it when interacting with its victims. This requires interacting on terms they would accept if background conditions were just.\textsuperscript{50} In Surfactant, the sponsors should test their drug against an existing surfactant therapy instead of placebo. In Breast Cancer, they should provide post-trial access to an adjuvant treatment at least as good as the treatment breast cancer patients would ordinarily receive in a just Indian healthcare system.\textsuperscript{51} By offering terms that participants might accept if they had fair access to care, the sponsors would not rely on their current insufficient access to conduct research. They would therefore not create any incentive to preserve that injustice. Nor would they send the message that those responsible for reform need not act. Indeed, they would arguably send the opposite message: the status quo is unacceptable and demands redress.

Other things might not be equal, of course. While \textit{pro tanto} wrongful, complicit research can be on balance justified by the benefits it might bring to participants, host communities or future patients. However, justifying complicity in this way is harder than one might think. Not only must the good appealed to be a weighty one. It must also be unattainable without incurring complicity or doing something even worse.\textsuperscript{52} An undercover cop may be justified in participating in a crime if it is necessary to gain a criminal gang’s trust and obtain information required for an arrest, but not if she could gain that information without participating. Likewise, sponsors may be justified in taking advantage of unjustly deficient healthcare if they cannot otherwise conduct some truly important study, but not if they could conduct the study without such advantage-taking. Sometimes relying on poor people’s lack of access to care might be an unavoidable feature of research aiming at
improving access to care in their community. Here complicity may be considered a necessary evil. But in many other cases, including Surfactant and Breast Cancer, complicity cannot be so considered. This is because the benefits from research could be realized without complicity: by using an active control (Surfactant) or providing post-trial access to treatment (Breast Cancer).

6. Conclusion

Return to the puzzle with which we began. It seems strange to blame research sponsors for exploiting people in developing countries when these people consent to and benefit from the research, but not to blame sponsors when they do nothing to benefit the global poor. This strangeness is reduced if we adopt, as I suggest we do, a broad enough view of exploitative international research. In addition to exploiting participants, such research risks aggravating the broader injustices that frame the interaction. It is therefore worse than commonly recognized, and possibly worse than not conducting research in developing countries at all.

More generally, the upshot of my argument is this. When preying on structural injustice, exploiters should not be assumed to leave the world outside the individual exchange unaltered. They potentially contribute to the unjust circumstances they take advantage of, and are thus guilty of a distinct wrong: complicity. Because it potentially affects third parties negatively, exploitation that arises from structural injustice can be worse than neglect even when it is better for its victims and proceeds with their consent. Here the non-worseness claim, whether true or not, fails to apply.

None of this entails that exploiting victims of injustice is always worse than neglecting them, in international research or elsewhere. Although I have bracketed the question whether sponsors may legitimately disregard the healthcare needs of the global poor, my analysis is compatible with harshly condemning such disregard. On such a view, it is
possible that the badness of neglect sometimes outweighs that of exploitation plus complicity. Thus it may be the case that research ethical standards should be strengthened to positively require sponsors to conduct research that benefits developing countries. But even on the widespread opposite view, that sponsors have no duty to interact with the global poor at all, exploiting them remains seriously wrong – even when they consent and benefit. No relaxation of ethical standards is required even on this view.

Two implications of my analysis are worth noting. First, while focused on international research, its relevance is much broader. Recognizing complicity as distinct wrong alongside exploitation should affect our evaluation of exchanges that take advantage of structural injustices quite generally. In research, such exchanges may occur also when trials are conducted in developed countries, for instance when subjects unjustly lack health insurance or access to basic social protection. Outside of research, they are likely to occur in many different practices, such as organ trade, prostitution, commercial surrogacy and sweatshop (and other) labour. The morally complex nature of such exchanges calls for further examination.

Second, my analysis gives some reason to worry about the current status of non-exploitation as the organizing research ethical principle. As typically understood in this context, exploitation is exclusively about the distributional pattern within a discrete two-party exchange. Such patterns may be deeply problematic, of course. But the world outside the exchange may be just as disturbing, and the exchange itself may contribute to making it so. Research ethics risks systematically overlook such concerns unless it broadens its conceptual repertoire.
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